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The role of the notions random variable, random vector, random point etc. 
in statistical theory and applications, has been fairly modest so far, in papers, 
books, as well as in textbooks. In particular a tendency seems to exist, to replace 
these notions and words in every case as soon as possible by probability dis-
tributions. 
Our main objective in this paper is to demonstrate the advantages obtained 
in case we consciously and on purpose not only mention random variables etc., 
but even work and do calculations with them. 
With this in mind we introduce three innovations : 
I. We use a symbol ^ for the relation, called isomory, between two random 
variables (vectors), which relation consists in equality of their cumulative 
distribution (cd.) functions. 
II. We make frequent use of functions of random variables: If ƒ is a real func-
tion, x a random variable, then a random variable ƒ (3;) is defined.1 
III. We also consider empirical random variables [8] and we even represent 
them by symbols. Hence we will for example talk about the unknown (empirical) 
random variable x. The application of statistics often consists in the confronta-
tion of an empirical random variable x and a theoretical random variable y, 
by virtue of a value x which x has assumed in some experiment. For example 
it may happen that y = Xf2 and that the null-hypothesis x s y = Xf2 must be 
tested. 
In chapter 1 we illustrate our point with definitions and examples. See also [8]. 
In chapter 2 a standard representation for any random vector is applied to 
normal random vectors, and we indicate our approach to the analysis of variance 
theory (FISHER). We give in particular the fundamental lemma for the analysis 
of variance. See also [2,8]. 
In chapter 3, we study correlation coefficients with our methods. For the 
1
 Random variables, random vectors, random points, etc. will be recognised by a bar under. 
2
 The author is now (8.10.'62) connected with the University of Amsterdam. 
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classical approach compare ANDERSON [1] chapter 4. A survey of the results in 
chapter 3 is given in section 3.1. 
My thanks are due to M. KEULS for help with the approximations in sections 
3.5. and 3.8., and to M. KEULS and L. C. A. CORSTEN for valuable critical remarks. 
Remark I. W. KRUSKAL drew my attention to a paper by G. ELFVING, A simple 
method of deducing certain distributions connected with multivariate sampling, 
Skandinavisk Aktuarie tidskrift XXX (1947), p. 56-74, in which formula A 
ch. 3 of this paper is given. 
Remark II. R. A. WIJSMAN drew my attention to his paper, Applications of a 
certain representation of the Wishart matrix, Annals of Math. Stat. 30 (1959), 
p. 597-601, in which a formula equivalent to formula B ch. 3 is given. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES 
1.1. The symbol = for isomorous 
R™ is the «-dimensional euclidean vectorspace of sequences a = (a\,.. .an), 
b = (èi, ...bn) etc. of n real numbers, with inner product ab = 2 t î 1 aibi. The 
length of a is \a\ = -\/äa. A probability distribution over Rn determines a 
theoretical random vector. For n = 1 it is a random variable. Following D. VAN 
DANTZIG two random vectors x and y are called isomorous if they have the 
same cumulative distribution (cd.) functions. We use the symbol s for this 
equivalence relation : 
x = y 
1.2. Functions of x 
Iff is a measurable function from Rn to RÏ>, and a; is a random vector in Rn, 
then y=f(x) is defined to be the random vector in RP with probability for any 
Borefset/eRï>: 
P {i e I) = P [f (x) e ƒ] = P [x e ƒ - ! (ƒ)] 
It is clear that in this case 
Ï S J implies f(x) ^ f(y) 
I f / a n d g are two measurable functions, then the random vectors ^ = f(%) 
and z = g (x) may be stochastically dependent (for example if ƒ = g). If in the 
sequel we consider two random vectors, y and z, then stochastic dependence by 
virtue of some 'background' x will always be allowed, if it is not specifically 
excluded. In particular we occasionally meet the relation equality, say y = z. 
This means, also for empirical random variables, that P (y = z) = 1. 
1.3. If c is a constant vector, then the random vector c is by definition the 
random vector x with P (x = c) = 1. 
1.4. Limits* 
A sequence of random vectors VQ), V(2), • • • has the random vector y as a limit*, 
if the sequence of cd. functions of W(i>, v&), ... converges, for almost every value 
in the domain, to the cd. function of y. Notation: 
lim*i;=oo y no ^ y 
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1.5. Direct sum u ® y.\î u = {u\, .,. up) and y = {y\, ...yg) are random vectors 
then (u, y) is the random vector («i , . . . up, yi,... yg) and the direct sum u © y 
is the random vector w = (wi,... wp+g) with cd . function 
P(u>i <wu ..wp+g <wP+g) = 
= P (Ml < W\, . MP < wp) • P (vi < wp+1,. ,yg < wp+g) 
u and y are stochastically independent if and only if 
(u,y) = u®y 
1.6. The standard normal random variable with probability density 
(2TC) exp (- | J2) will be denoted by %v or short %. 
1.7. Symmetry 
2} = -x (random variable) 
means that the random variable x, which may be empirical or theoretical, is 
symmetric with respect to 0. Consequently x = - Z is a well known and true 
statement concerning the standard normal random variable x-
1.8. General normal random variable 
X ^ (i. + GX 
says that some (empirical) random variable x has the normal distribution with 
expectation ;x and variance a2. 
1.9. The central limit theorem for a random variable 
If x\, x%, etc. are stochastically totally independent and mutually isomorous 
random variables with finite expectation y. and finite variance a2, then (weak 
law of large numbers) 
v n 
i- * Z>i = lXi 
l im* w = oo = u. 
n 
and (central limit theorem) 
n 
r ~ * 2 i = l fe i -[x) _ 
V n 
1.10. The standard normal random vector Xn is defined by induction and starting 
from Xi = X by : 
Xk+i ^ U © h- k>\ 
The inner product of Xf with itself is Xf2, the 'Chi-square' random variable 
with dimension/. 
The noncentral Chi-square random variable with dimension ƒ and excentricity 
lïl is 
STUDENT'S and FISHER'S noncentral random variables are : 
'
f
 Vx/lf 
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and
 y ^ (xpr)*/p 
~
f =
 (*ƒ)/ƒ 
In these formulas X, Xf and Xvv are assumed stochastically independent. 
(Compare 3.8. for some other definitions). 
1.11. Some approximations 
KEULS [7] gave the following formula for an approximation by PATNAIK: 
F ^ A F | w i t h X = ^ , = ^ | . 
Well known is : 
or more precise : 
V 2 Xn2 s V 2«-l + # asymptotically 
lim*w = oo (VlX^- V ^ t T ) S X 
2. RANDOM VECTORS AND ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
2.1. The standard representation of a random vector y e Rm 
We consider random vectors for which the first and second moments of each 
component are finite. If y has components y\,.. .yn then \i = E (y) is the vector 
with components E {y\),.. .E (yn). From now on it will be taken for granted 
that a vector like y is a column of random variables. We use matrix theory and 
designate the transposed of a matrix m by adding a prime : m'. The covariance-
matrix V of y is 
V = E(y_-lL)(y_-liy 
We assume that V has rank n. This is equivalent to the condition that for no 
vector S E R » the inner product a y, in matrix notation a' y, is isomorous to a 
constant. In particular: 
ai = VE(jj,-Eyi)2>0. 
Let N be the n x «-matrix with the numbers at in the main diagonal and 
zero's elsewhere. Then the correlation random vector of y is 
z = N"1 (y - y.) (matrix product) 
Observe that E(z) = 0 and the diagonal terms of the correlation matrix of y, 
which is the covariance matrix of z, 
R = E(zz'), 
are all equal to one. The other elements, py = E (z% zf) for i ^ j , of R are the 
correlation coefficients. Clearly: 
V = E (Nz) (Nz)' = NE (z z') N' = NRN 
As V has rank n, so has the symmetric matrix R. Then there exists a unique 
triangular matrix T (zero's above the main diagonal) with positive elements in 
the main diagonal, hence with elements tu > 0, ty = 0 for i < j , for which: 
R = TT'. 
For n = 2 one obtains 
R= (l P W = ( l ° ] P = C 0 S 7 ) > 
\ p l / ' \COSY) sin •/)/ s i n 7 ) > 0 
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The covariance matrix of x = T~1 z is the unit matrix : 
E (T-1 z) ( r - i z)' = T-1 E (z z') (T-1)' = T~lT T' (TT1 = 1 
We can now conclude to 
Theorem: [2.1]: Standard representation of a random vector y. If y is a random 
vector in Rn with correlation matrix R of rank n,1) then there exist: (a) a 
unique random vector x with E (x) = 0, E (x x') = 1 ; (b) a unique diagonal 
matrix N and a unique triangular matrix T, both with positive elements in the 
diagonal, such that the following standard representation of y holds 
y = E(y) + S Ï = [i. + JVTx (£O0 = fz,jvr=,s) 
Ta; is the correlation vector of y; TT' = R is the correlation matrix; NRN = V 
is the covariance matrix. 
If p is the correlation coefficient in case « = 2 and vj = arc cos p, then the 
standard representation is for n = 2: 
y = / a ) = /M + ft °W l ° ) (*i) 
2.2. The central limit theorem for a random vector 
Let J(i) r' = 1, 2, ... be an infinite sequence of totally independent random 
vectors each isomorous with y = y. + NTx as in theorem [2.1]. Then (weak 
law of large numbers) 
lim*»=oo - £ < = i y(i) = y 
This means that the mean is a consistent estimator for JJL. Furthermore a form 
of the central limit theorem is expressed by 
lim*. - o o ^ - S itx (y (i) -fx) s NTxn 
2.3. 7%e standard normal random vector and rotations 
If a; is a random vector in Rn with E{x) = 0 and E(x x') = 1 and if H is a 
linear transformation (matrix) for which H x ^ x then 
1 = E(x x') = £[(^a;) (^x) ' ] = H{E x x')H' = H1H' = HH' 
and H is an orthogonal matrix. 
Theorem: The standard normal random vector Xn has the property: If and 
only if the matrix H is orthogonal {HH' = 1) then 
-" ein = %ii 
Proof: The necessity of the orthogonality follows from E (Xn) = 0 and 
E(Xn Xn') = 1 in view of the above remark. 
The sufficiency can be proved elementary (without going into n dimensional 
integration theory for n > 2 as follows: For n = 2 sufficiency follows from 
1
 If rank R < n, then the same representation exists but it is not unique, and some of the 
diagonal elements of N and/or T are necessarily zero. 
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the probability density function being invariant under rotations about 0. 
Then if n > 2 and if Hi is some elementary orthogonal transformation, which 
acts effectively as a rotation on 2 or 1 variables and is identity on the set of n-2 
or n-\ remaining componentvaiiables, also Hi Xn £ Xn. But any orthogonal 
transformation H can be written for some N in the form 
H = HN HN-I • • • H%H\ with Hi elementary for i = I,..., N 
Then 
H Xn = HN - • • HiH\ Xn = Hjy ... Xn ••• ~ HN %n = Xn 
H An = X% 
2.4. Analysis of variance (FISHER) 
In applications one often assumes that some empirical random vector y, for 
example the set of random variables which appear in a Latin-square- or other 
design, has a general normal distribution, or as we want to express it, is iso-
morous to a general normal random vector. It then admits the standard re-
presentation (Cf th. [2.1]): 
The analysis of variance problem of FISHER is in general: Given some assumptions 
on the pair (\L, S) and given a value y of y, to test some hypothesis concerning y., S 
or to estimate (by point or by confidence region) (\x, S) or the value of some 
function of (\L, S). 
The following case is very common and applies to regression on polynomials, 
latin squares and other designs: P, Q and F are linear subspaces of Rm, of 
dimension p, q and / : Q c P; F is totally orthogonal to P; 
It is assumed that 
j ~ | i + a% a is an unknown scalar, 
and 
[xeP 
The problem is for example to test, in view of a value y which y has assumed 
in some experiment, the nullhypothesis: JJL e Q. 
We denote the orthogonal projection of a vector z into a linear subspace A 
by ZA- Then the nullhypothesis can be expressed by [i.p - JJIQ = 0 or, if D is the 
space of all vectors in P that are orthogonal to Q, by : 
nullhypothesis : \IT> = 0 
The solutions of problems of this kind rests on 
The main lemma of the analysis of variance [2.4] (Cf [2, 8]) Let a e Rn be a 
column vector, D and F totally orthogonal linear subspaces of the vector space 
W- of dimensions dandf; a c D. Then using inner products: 
a%n= \a\ ' x ; 
1(^»)DJ = Xd ' 
K« + *Z r e)D]2S<T2(zp2 with y =1^1 
and moreover : (xn)j) anc^ (xn)-p a r e stochastically independent. 
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Immediate consequences are 
V(xn)2Flf= m'-f' (xJl/f =~f 
and 
[a + a {Xn)T>fld „ g, v \a\ 
a
2(Xn)2F/f =~f ' ' T ° ' 
Applying the main lemma to the above problem we easily obtain : 
& =lV-n + ° (Xn)»]2 = °2 & with y = M 
and (in view of [xp = 0) 
These two are stochastically independent and therefore 
—— ~ F> with y = ^ - ^ 
The nullhypothesis (XD = 0 or equivalently Y = 0 is tested with the F-test by a 
right critical region of values greater then a constant c, such that the significance 
level has the preassigned value a : 
P (F / > c) = oc 
The power of the test is the function of y: 
P ( F / , r > c ) 
3. CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS CONCERNING NORMAL RANDOM VECTORS 
3.1. Summary and results 
In 3.2. we define the random variable r?, the random correlation coefficient 
with ƒ degrees of freedom and population correlation coefficient p, and we prove 
the formula for |p| < 1, 
(A) 
vf=P = cotg-A 
X + COtgT] • VXj
 + l 
ï ~ It, i\= arc cos p 
Of course : ƒ• = 1 for p = 1 ; f ~ -1 for p = -1 
We get in particular : 
(4°) cotg h^-j=tf for p = 0 
We also prove the theorem of Miss HARLEY [5] : E (h) = TJ. 
In 3.3 and 3.4 we prove that the usual random total or partial correlation 
coefficient is isomorous with rf. 
In 3.5 we obtain and study an approximation, which was obtained in a 
different way by Miss HARLEY. The approximation is 
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(Aapp) cotg h s X.^  
with 
. 1/2 + COtg2 7) ] / 2 / + 1 
In 3.6. we define the random variable /™' P, the random m-tuple correlation 
coefficient with f degrees of freedom and population m-tuple correlation coefficient 
p, and we prove the formula 
OB) 
-^- = COtg2 h ~ 01 + COtg Y]- V#V+OT)2 + %2m-l l_ r2 & - - ^.2 
r = ƒ•?' p, 7) = arccos p 
In particular : 
(2?°) c o t g 2 ^ U s ^ F ? for p = 0 
and (see formula A) : 
(_rUP)2 = (rP)2 f o i m = l 
In 3.7. we indicate that the usual random total or ^-partial m-tuple correlation 
coefficient is isomorous withr^ ' p. 
In 3.8. we present two approximations of/-™' P which may be useful for practical 
purposes. 
Side remark: From formulas (A) and (B) one sees immediately (see section 
1.3, 1.4 and 1.11) 
(A°>) r£'=linv=a»r/ ^ p 
(5°=) r™.e = l i ö v = » j f ' p ^ p 
These formulae express that rf and /"*>? for ƒ = 1, 2, ... are consistent se-
quences of estimators of p. 
3.2. 77ze random variable rî. 
We consider a random normal vector in R2 with the standard representation 
(See theorem [2.1]): 
<"•>»-(») - (S) + (o'°.) U , A ) (5) 
where I ^° I ^ Z2, vj = arccos p, |p| < 1, 0 < y\ < TZ 
XQ, yo, «0 and VQ aie random variables and cos TJ = p is the {population) corre-
lation-coefficient of XQ and yo- The standard normal random variables «o and 
vo are independent. Observe that we use the symbol = and not s in (3.2.1) 
(See section 1.2). 
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(3.2.1) can be written: 
(3.2.2) f x0 = \xx + ax u0 
(Zo = [l-y + Gy (COS 7) • «0 + sin 7) . «o) 
In order to give our definition of the theoretical random variable rf, we 
restrict to the case \ix — \xy = 0 : 
(3.2.3) I x0 = <yxu0 
\ Jo = ay (cos 7] • M0 + sin •/). w0) 
We consider a sample of size ƒ + 1 from^the random vector ZQ. Equivalently 
we consider/ + 1 stochastically independent random vectors z%, i = 1, . . .ƒ + 1, 
each isomorous with zo. We form the vectors x, y, u and y e R / + 1 from the 
corresponding component random variables xi, y_i, Ui and yi for / = 1, .. . 
ƒ + 1, and we obtain from (3.2.3): 
(3.2.4) i x = ax u 
\ y. = Qy ( c o s T) • w + sin T] • «) 
with y = y = Xf + i, u and y stochastically independent. 
Definition: The (theoretical) random correlation coefficient r = /•ƒ with f degrees 
of freedom and population correlation coefficient p is: 
xy 
(3.2.5) r = cos h Vx2 y2 
where xy and x2 = x x are inner products and h — arccos r. 
Consequently : 
r %y 
(3.2.6) ' = cotg h = Vl-r2 ' V x2 y2 - (xy)2 
Here we substitute (3.2.4) : 
GxGyU (cos 7) • u + sin 7) • y) 
£ - — Gx Gy -\/ {u2 (COS 7) • M + Sin 7) • v)2 - [tl (COS 7) • M + Sin 7) • v)]2} 
As the term under the root sign equals 
u
2
 [cos2 7) • w2 + 2 sin 7) cos TJ • uy + sin2 TJ • w2] - (cos TJ • u2 + sin TJ • uy)2 = 
= «'«
2
 7] • [w2 w2 - (uy)2] 
we find: 
" 2 - + COtg 7) • V M^  
V M2 
(3.2.7) cotg h= -j/v (uv)2 
As u and t> are independent, we have y\u ^ « for any u; therefore for any value 
u v 
u =£ 0 of«, .J^ is the inner product of v s # /+ i with a unit vector, and 
V M2 
(w v)2 
y2 — is the square of the orthogonal projection of « on the space orthogonal 
to u, consequently in view of the main lemma [2.4] : 
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uv (uv)2 
= A' - ..1 = A f V « 2 
and they are stochastically independent. 
Then also (unconditionally): 
*? ~
 v V9, te?)2 „ „8 
VJ*=- - v2 =-f 
and they and u are stochastically totally independent. Furthermore u1 ^ #/+i 
and we have the fundamental formula (which we also could have used as defi-
nition) 
04) 7 7 = = c o t ^ 
X + cotgr) • V xf_ 
V 1-/2 V%f2 
where /" = r? ; 7) = arccos p ; % > Xt2 and %2,
 x are assumed stochastically totally 
independent. ~ ~ 
For p = 0 we obtain a known relation between /y and y. 
r % 1 
(A°) —^= = cote h s —P= = —= u for p = 0 
Vi-r2 V_/2 Vf 
Miss HARLEY [5] proved the following interesting theorem. 
E(h) =rt 
Observe that the left hand side is independent of the number of degrees of 
freedom ƒ. DANIELS and KENDALL [3] gave a short proof of this result. We 
present a slightly different short proof. 
Proof: First we observe that from elementary geometry it follows that the 
angle h between two vectors x and y, both different from zero, is equal to 
h = - mean
 z e s [1-sign (xz) (yz)] 
where the function sign takes the values 1,0, -1 incase (xz) (yz) is > 0, = 0, < 0 
respectively, where z runs over the sphere of unitvectors S, and the mean is 
taken with respect to the rotationinvariant continuous measure on S. 
Next we compute, going back to the random variable h : 
TC TC 
E(h) = E [- mean
 z e s [1-sign (xz) (yz)]] = mean z e s E = [1-sign (xz) (yz)] 
But, as the pair (a;, y) is invariant under orthogonal transformations, (xz) (yz) 
is the same for any unitvector z. More precise, for any unitvectors z\ and z% we 
have (xz{) (yz\) s (2^2) (yzz). In particular we may take for z the vector with 
first component 1 and other components zero. We then obtain 
E (h) = E ;r [1-sign x0 Zo] = E - [1-sign yo (cos 7] • w0 + sin YJ • Vo)] 
and there remains only to prove the theorem of Miss HARLEY for the case ƒ = 1. 
As (tfo, vo) = %2 it is easily seen in the («0, «o)-plane that 
P [MO (COS Y) • «o + sin 7) • vo) < 0] = 7)/7t 
P [wo (COS 7) • Mo + Sin 7) • Vf,) > 0] = (7T-7))/TC 
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Hence E sign «o (cos y • M0 + sin Y) • vo) — 1 • (TT-VJ) / 7T - 1 • y)/7t = l-ly/n and 
consequently £ (A) = •/]. 
Remark: In case a; and J are stochastically independent vectors then the for-
mula (A0) holds under more general assumptions. It is sufficient to assume that 
y ^ GyXf + i and P (x #= 0) = 1. This can be seen by following the above 
proof for the case p = 0 and writing x instead of u. In particular x is allowed 
to be any constant vector ^ 0. 
In view of the next sections we now consider the situation given in (3.2.4), 
but in Rn instead of R^+ \ n > ƒ + 1. Hence x, y, u and y are random vectors in 
Rm, u ^ y = Xn, and u and y are stochastically independent. Let T be the 
ƒ + 1-dimensional linear subspace which consists of all vectors in R™ of which 
the last n-f-l components are zero. The orthogonal projection of x, etc. on T, 
denoted by XT etc., is obtained from x by replacing the last n-f-l by zero's. 
It is clear that by just omitting these last n-f-l components we obtain the 
former case back and consequently 
xTyT (3.2.8) r = , ~ - s rî 
and also this r satisfies formula (A), in particular (^ 4°) in case p = 0. 
In (3.2.4) the pair of independent standard normal random vectors u and y 
in R" is invariant under orthogonal transformations. Hence if we first apply 
some orthogonal transformation H to u, y, x and y, we obtain a pair (Hx, Hy) 
which is as a pair isomorous to (x, y). If we compute r from (HX)T and (Hy)i 
we get the same results as from xi and y T. It is equivalent to apply if - 1 to the 
subspace T and to determine the correlation coefficient of X(H~XT) and y^T1 T>-
As H is an arbitrary orthogonal transformation this means that T can be repla-
ced by any/'+l-dimensional linear subspace of Rre: (3.2.8) and (A) holds for 
any f+l-dimensional linear subspace T ofRn. 
3.3. The sample correlation coefficient 
We now go back to the case (3.2 2) of the general normal vector in R2 and 
we consider a sample of size n = ƒ + 2. This yields random vectors 
(3.3.1) lx = y.x. e + axu 
\ y = !% • e + Gy ( c o s "^  • M + sin yj • u) 
where e is the vector with n components equal to 1. Let T c R" be the ƒ + 1-
dimensional subspace of all vectors orthogonal to e. As ex = 0 it follows that 
(XT, ZI) is independent of ([ix, \J-y) and yields the same if we replace ([ix, [Ly) by 
(Ö, 0). Hence we can apply (3.2.8). 
Let x = - 2« xi, y = - S« yt 
n - n -
Then XT and J T are the vectors with components xj - x for i = 1 , . . . n and 
yi - y for i = 1, ... n respectively. 
xT2 = S* (xt - x)2,yT2 = 2« {yi - p)2, 
xT yT = S i (Xj - X) (yi - y) 
and r in (3.2.8) is seen to be the usual sample correlation coefficient. 
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The sample correlation coefficient is isomorous to r?. If the sample has size n 
then the number of degrees of freedom or dimension is ƒ = n-2. 
Remark. It follows from the remark in section 3.2 that if x and y are sto-
chastically independent then the result holds even under the weaker assumptions 
y = \>-y e + a Xn, x an arbitrary (for example constant) random vector, for 
which P (XT # 0) = 1, that is for the present case: P (xi = ¥2 .. = xn) = 0. 
For example x can be a vector which takes e.g. as only values the permutations 
of the sequence of the first n integers (SPEARMAN vector). Also in this case, and 
under the given conditions, r satisfies formula (A°). (Usual Mest). 
3.4. The sample p-partial correlation coefficient 
We consider a set of p + 2 random variables which together form a general 
normal random vector with expectation zero. We assume that x0 as well as Jo 
together with the p other random variables form a random vector with corre-
lation matrix of rank p + 1. This means that no linear function of xo (or Jo) 
and the other p random variables is a constant random variable. We are not so 
much interested now in the p other random variables individually as well as in 
the p dimensional euclidean vector space of their linear combinations (linear 
homogeneous functions). 
There exists a suitable set of orthonormal combinations to be called 
Z (i)0, • • • Z (v) 0, such that 
(3.4.1) / x0 = a . Z(i)o + ß Mo 
yo = Y Z(1)0 + S 2(2)0 + £ (COS 7] • MO + s i n *) " £o) 
where : / z<i)o 
Xp+2, andO < 7) <TT, ß > 0, s > 0. 
(3.4.1) is obtained by a orthonormalisation process from the p originally given 
random variables. The number p = cos rj is unique and it is called the popu-
lation p-partial correlation coefficient of XQ and Jo with respect to the p given 
random variables, YJ is "the angle between the components of XQ and yo, ortho-
gonal to Z(i)o,... Z(p)0 in the linear space of all random variables". 
We take a sample of f+p + 1 independent copies of x0, jo etc. and combine 
them in vectors x, y etc. Then (3.4.1) yields 
(3.4.2) f x = a Z(i) + ß u 
\ y = Y Z(i) + & Z(2) + £ (cos 7) • u + sin r\ • y) 
(3.4.3) Z(i) =; Z(2) ... S zw ^ u s v S ^ / + î , + i 
and all random vectors in (3.4.3) are stochastically independent. The sample 
partial correlation coefficient is defined to be 
XT yi 
(3.4.4) r = 7 7 ^ = = 
V XT2 ƒT 2 
where T is the random linear subspace of dimension ƒ + 1 , orthogonal to the 
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vectors Z(i>, Z(2). • -Zip), which are linearly independent with probability one, as 
their correlation matrix has rank p. 
Under the condition that z<i>, .. . Z(P) have the p linearly independent values 
Z(i),... Z(j>) we have for the conditional random vectors : 
x = a Z(i) + ß u 
y = y Z(i) + S Z(2) + s (cos TJ • u + sin YJ • y) 
where w, w, Z(i>,... Z(V) are mutually independent; hence u ^ y s ^r+jj+i- T is 
the space orthogonal to Z(i>,... z(P). Therefore XT and y_T do not change if we 
omit a Z(i) from x, and y Z(i> + S z<2> from ƒ. But if then we compute r from 
(3.4.4) under the condition T = T we obtain a random variable which is iso-
morous to r = rf in formula (^ 4). Then (3.4.4) is unconditionally isomorous 
to if. 
In case the expectation vector of the originally given normal random vector 
e RP + 2 is not known to be zero, we apply a construction as in section (3.3) 
projecting all vectors in Rn in the space orthogonal to the vector e, to obtain 
the usual sample p-partial correlation coefficient /which therefore is also iso-
morous to rf in formula A. The dimension ƒ is obtained from n =f-\-p + 2 
in this case. 
3.5. Approximation of (A) 
If we substitute the approximation of section 1.11 
V ff+1 = ^ | W (2/+1) + x) 
in 04) we get 
COtg 7) • V ( ƒ + ! ) + V (12 + 1 COtg2 7)) . X 
Thatis 
(Aapp) 
cotg h £ V*/2 
with 
x = V 
r 
V 1-/2 
2 + cotg2 
2/ 
cotg A 
^ , 8 = 
= X/S aj 
COtg 7) 1/ 
jproximately 
2 / + 1 
2 + cotg2 Yj 
In TABLE 1 a comparison is made between cotg h and its approximation X|§. 
Tables for these two random variables by F. N. DAVID [4] and N. L. JOHNSON 
and B. L. WELCH [6] were used for this purpose. 
It should be noted that exactly the same approximation has been obtained 
by Miss. B. I. HARVEY [5] by trial and guess. Her method is to equate the second 
(non central) moments as well as the quotients of third to first moment of the 
following random variables: 
rV~f 
VT- $ 
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She then finds 
V(2/+l)p 
'«-'-'J/g V2-P2 
This is easily seen to be equivalent to our above equations for X and 8. 
In accordance with our TABLE 1, her TABLE 2 suggests a very high agreement 
between the two random variables : however she restricts her considerations to 
upper a-levels. a <0,40. It has been pointed out by Miss HARLEY that the 
above approximation can also be used in the inverse way, to give upper a-points 
for the random variables t§ with the help of tables for r8. 
From Table 1 we conclude that the given approximation is very satisfactory 
except for the case of lower-a-points with small ƒ and large p. 
TABLE 1. Comparison between exact and approximate upper and lower a-points of r = /•?. 
a ƒ p 
0,05 ,0 
0.5 
5 0.7 
0.8 
^0.9 
10 (a8 
1U
 \ 0.9 
20 I 0 5 M
 \ 0.9 
98 0.9 
0,025 f 0.5 
5 0.8 
I 0.9 
10 0.9 
20 I 0 5 M
 \ 0.9 
98 (° 5 yis
 \ 0.9 
Lower a-point 
exact cl 
-.6694 
-.1951 
.1526 
.3838 
.6639 
.5402 
.7559 
.1844 
.8086 
.8643 
-.3534 
+ .2343 
.5637 
.7061 
.1120 
.7817 
.3389 
.8560 
approx. cl 
-.6692 
-.2015 
.1358 
.3610 
.6410 
.5353 
.7496 
.1835 
.8066 
.8641 
-.3608 
.1937 
.5147 
.6936 
.1106 
.7780 
.3387 
.8556 
a' 
.0499 
.0487 
.0467 
.0449 
.0424 
.0480 
.0457 
.0496 
.0475 
.0491 
.0241 
.0208 
0.183 
.0223 
.0246 
.0227 
.0249 
.0242 
Upper a-point 
exact c" 
.6695 
.8863 
.9822 
.9678 
.7341 
.9535 
.9280 
.9182 
.98735 , 
.7665 
.9597 
.6357 
.9323 
approx. c« 
.6693 
.8862 
.9822 
.9677 
.7340 
.9534 
.9279 
.9181 
.98734 
.7663 
.9596 
.6356 
.9322 
y — cos arccotg X t8 or Z—— = X ts 
-f yl-y2 -f 
The lower a-point of r is cl, with P (r < cl) = a 
The lower a-point of y is cl, with P (y < cl) = a 
a' = P (r < cl) 
y 
The upper a-point of r is c", with P (r > c") = a 
The upper a-point of y is c", with P (y > c") = a 
a" = p(r> cl) 
y 
In the table a." is not given, because it is almost equal to a in all cases presented 
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in the table. 
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3.6. The random variable r"1-p. 
We consider a set of m + 1 random variables which together form a general 
normal random vector in R™+i with expectation zero. One of them is called x0. 
The other m are assumed to be linearly independent with probability one. As in 
section 3.4. we orthonormalise. We replace the m given random variables by m 
linear combinations to be called Z(i)o,... Z(m)o, such that 
(3.6.1) XQ = a (cos 7) • Z(i)o + sin y\ • Wo) 
and 
(3.6.2) / Z(i)0 \ 
zmo) = ^ ' o< i<f ,«>o . 
Then p = cos •/), which is unique, is called the population multiple correlation 
coefficient of x0 with respect to the other random variables. 
We take a sample of f+m independent copies of x0 etc., and we combine 
these Xi i = l , ...f+m, etc. in random vectors in Rf+m which in view of 
(3.6.1) and (3.6.2) satisfy: 
(3.6.3) x = a (cos TJ • Z(i> + sin 7] • w). 
and 
(3.6.4) Z(i) ^ ... S Z(m) S « = ?/+m 
and the random vectors in (3.6.4) are stochastically independent. 
Let M be the m-dimensional subspace of ~Rf+m with basis Z(i>, ...Z(TO), 
who are linearly independent with probability one. Let F be the/-dimensional 
space orthogonal to M. 
The random multiple correlation coefficient rf-p = r = cos h > 0 is defined 
by 
r
2
 (%M)2 
(3.6.5) tF* = COtS2b=W? f 0 r p < 1 
and r S 1 for p = 1 
cotg h is the ratio between the lengths of the orthogonal projections x^ of x 
into M, and xp of x into F. In the sequel we restrict to the case p < 1, hence 
sin v) > 0. 
We now change temporarily to a conditional random situation. The con-
dition we consider is that Z(i>, . . .z (OT> have the p linearly independent values 
Z(l), •••Z(m)-
M (the value of M) is the space of dimension m spanned by Z(\), ... Z(m) • F is 
the space of dimension ƒ orthogonal to z<i), ...Z(m). Let B be the space of 
dimension 1 with basis the unitvector b = (z(i)2)_i • Z(i>. Let A be the space 
of dimension m-\ of all vectors in M that are orthogonal to b 
Conditionally we find 
• 9 i ïM2 a2 [cos 7) • Z(i) + sin Y) • (uB + «A)]2 
COtg2 h = ~ =
 m ; rs 
O;F^ a.Â [0 + sm rj • «FJ 
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[COtgT] 
[ { cotg 
[COtg Y) 
Z(D + (ub)b + MA]2 
«F 2 
/) • V Z2(l) + («e) } Z>]2 + 
" F 2 
V Z2(l) + {ub)f + «A2 
"A 2 
« F 2 
As M is stochastically independent of z\, ...zp, we have 
u | zi, .. .zv ^ w s Z/+TO 
therefore 
«6 £ X, «A2 S ££_!, «F2 £ */2, 
and as B, A and F are mutually orthogonal, these random variables are stochas-
tically independent. We can write conditionally: 
( c o t g v V ^ + ^ + ziU 
cotg2 h s 
h2 
where X, Xm-\ and Xj are also stochastically independent of z<i). 
Then unconditionally: 
cotgüA- ( c o t g 7 ) - V W ) + ^)2 + ^ - i 
and so, as 
Z(l) S Xf+m 
we finally obtain the formula 
(B) r (cotgYj. V % 2 + %)2 + X2 , 
- — cote2 h~ 'f+m "m _ 1 
l-r2 c o t g - = Xf* 7) = arccos p 
where X, Xm-i, Xf and Xf+m are in this formula assumed to be stochastically 
totally independent. 
In particular if the population multiple correlation coefficient p = cos TJ = 0 
we get 
cotg^Lf^I 
That is : 
(B°) 
3.7. The sample m-tuple correlation coefficient 
The usual sample m-tuple correlation coefficient refers to the more general 
case where the expectation of (xo, z<i)o, ...Z(TO)o) is not known to be zero. We 
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then apply a construction as in section 3.3. projecting all vectors in Rn (n = 
= ƒ + m + 1) in the space of all vectors orthogonal to the vector e e Rm. We 
conclude that the usual random n-sample m-tuple correlation coefficient r of one 
random variable with respect to m other random variables with correlation matrix 
of rank m, and with population m-tuple correlation coefficient p (0 < p < 1) is 
isomorous to r™<p in formula (B). Thedimension ƒ is ƒ = n-m-l {or (B°) in case 
p = 0). Also the random n-sample p-partial m-tuple correlation coefficient con-
cerning a sample of size n = ƒ + m -\-p + 1 of copies of a random normal vector 
in R™+2>+I with population /7-partial w-tuple correlation coefficient p is 
isomorous to /•'?•p. The dimension ƒ is ƒ = n-m-l-p. We do not enter into the 
details of the proof of these last statements. 
3.8. Two approximations for r = r™- P. 
Let ya be the gamma random variable with probability density function 
( r (a))-i er* t «-1 for t > 0 
0 for t < 0 
For g = 2a a positive integer, one has the known relation 
fla = 2 L 
which can be used to define the left hand side for any a > 0. Furthermore one 
defines for any g > 1, y > 0, the non-central chi-square random variable by 
(*P2 = lt\ + (* + ^ 
and the non-central F by 
(Xl)2/g 
pg.Y ^g' f
 = w 
The first approximation of formula B for 
r
2 
(3.8.1) r = r"}' P, or Ä = arccos r, or cotg2 /? = r—z, 
• \-ri 
is obtained by first finding real constants X and g > 0 such that 
(3.8.2) (z + c o t g 7 1 V / ^ 2 + J 2 + ^ . 1 
and 
(3.8.3) X Z,a 
have the same first and second moments. After straightforward computations 
one finds then on dividing by Xf2 the approximation of formula (B): 
(3.8.4) 
i m , P2 -. nt , „ 
where: X = 2 - 7 7 + ^ = 2 - p g + cotg2^ 
»1 +/p2 1-p ^  m + fy 2 
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m + / p 2 w + fcos2-/] 
X (1 - p )^ X sin2 yj 
A very satisfactory and useful second approximation, which is better than the 
first, was obtained by KEULS [7] who replaced the numerator (3.8.2) of (B) by 
(3.8.5) X(£)2 
where X, y and g are chosen such that the first three moments of (3.8.2) and 
(3.8.5) coincice. It turns out that then also the fourth moments are practically 
the same. On substitution one finds the resulting approximation: 
(3.8.6) h = arccos r«. p 
with
 X = 1 + ^ | ^ , , = V ( 1 + - ) 
b + sin Y) v ƒ 
2 = bf cotg2 7] 
X2 sin yj 
= (m + / ) c o t g 2 i) + m
 2 
8
 ~ X Y 
October 1960, Landbouwhogeschool, Wageningen, The Netherlands. 
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